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Tony Soprano, meet Stephanie Plum.Over 50,000 Lacey Luzzi books are now in the hands of

mystery readers!#1  Bestselling mystery series in Humor & Cozy Mystery categoriesTo try a Lacey

Luzzi book for free, please sign up for my newsletter at

www.ginalamanna.com-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lacey Luzzi just

wants a sâ€™more.After her grandfather gifts her a relaxing weekend at his luxury cabin, Lacey

packs her best friend Meg into the Lumina and together they take off, dreaming of a girlsâ€™

weekend filled with bonfires, boat rides, and work-free days. However, when three unexpected

visitors show up on the doorstep of the Luzzi cabin, her plans of peace and quiet are foiled. It only

gets worse after Lacey finds a dead body in her trunk â€“ with no explanation as to how, or why,

heâ€™d landed face down in her leftover Taco Bell!Suddenly, Laceyâ€™s trip is no longer a

weekend getaway, but a top secret assignment full of kidnappings, karaoke bars, and a suspiciously

meddlesome grandmother. She recruits the help of new boyfriend Anthony, as well as

computer-whiz cousin Clay, and together they must find the murderer, or else they will be planning a

very different kind of getaway.** **  Lacey Luzzi: S'mored, is a full-length, humorous cozy mystery

with a strong female protagonist in the spirit of Janet Evanovichâ€™s Stephanie Plum, albeit one

working for the wrong side of the lawâ€¦ Note: This book can be read as a standalone, though it is

part of a larger series. It is rated a strong PG-13 for sarcasm and mild language. No graphic gore or

sex.
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What happens when our favorite mobsterista goes on vacation? Trying to corral Meg from not

burning up Lacey's work credit card with a shopping trip, a huge transition in the dynamic between

Lacey and Anthony and oh yeah! A body in the trunk of the Lumina. . . One thing I can say is Lacey

and the gang are gonna need a vacation to recover from their vacation haha. The feel of this story is

a little different. It takes us out of the city and into a small town, and it sets the stage for lots of cute

moments with Lacey and Anthony! I am seriously applauding Gina on creating my all time favorite

literary couple, I love them together! We are getting all of the new relationship warm fuzzies, the

should I call or shouldn't I call times, the snuggle bug times, but also the trying to go from 2 single

people flirting to being a couple and learning how to navigate this new relationship.Lacey is starting

to make a name for herself and people are starting to worry that this mystery may be a direct

message to her! I mean psh . . . Nothing says good job at work like a dead guy in your trunk face

down in some desiccated Taco Bell haha. And during the course of the story Lacey also gets some

important info about her mom's past which I have been dying to know more about since I started

book one of this series. The last couple chapters of this mystery are absolutely jaw dropping and I

loved every minute of them and the rest of this book and series! Lacey is one of my favorite female

heroines of all time! This series truly has something for everyone a mystery element, some intense

action, some schmexy tension between Lacey and Anthony, a girls against the world feel for Lacey

and Meg's friendship and a sense of family. All the elements for a amazing read!

The Lacey Luzzi series just keeps getting better and better with every new book. I would highly

recommend that you read the series from the beginning so you can understand the characters

better and watch how their friendship grows. In this installment Lacey is suppose to have a vacation,

yeah not going to happen with Carlos as boss and grandfather. Lacey and Meg still try though. From

the first page you get hooked. Their vacation starts with the arrival of the three stooges thanks to

Nora and then the discovery of a dead body in the trunk of the car. I won't give anything else away,

but you seriously need to read this book. Smored was absolutely hilarious , a little scary, and very

romantic. Gina LaManna captures so many emotions through her characters that you feel like



you're right there , like you're part of this wonderful group of friends. When you read this book you

will laugh and cry. Anthony and Lacey's relationship grows stronger all I can say on that is WOW!

Excellent book can't wait to read the next one.

I love the Lacey character as well as the others in her team of players. A nice twist on normal

detective type novels by making the maqin character a "bad" person. She does the work for a mafia

family , yet tries o stay withing loegal limits as often as possible. The gal has a conscience!Well

done storyline:-)

Another Lacey Luzzi book that didn't disappoint! It's never a quiet calm day with Lacey because

that's the side effect of being in a Italian mobster family. No matter how much trouble she gets it she

always has her friends to save her. The ever loyal and hilarious Meg, computer genius cousin Clay

and her bodyguard Anthony. Lacey figures out things logically and with a great sense of humor. A

must read for those who enjoy mystery and humor combined.

I really enjoyed this lacey book! Got to see her and Anthony together more and i think they are

going to be a great couple. Yes they may have their ups and downs but every real couple does abd

thats why i like them they seem like a real couple. I also liked the mystery part and i think Lacey

may be in alot of danger next book but she will have the whole gang to help her. Great book!

I have now finished book 5 in the series and I am finding in love them more and more. I like Lacey

and Anthony together. There adventures area page turning,Meg makes me laugh out loud. I

recommend reading this series if you are a fan of more popular titles like Stephani Plum series.

As always with this series I was hooked by the first page, I couldn't put it down! Lacey and Meg are

taking a girls weekend at Carlos's cabin, and as usual nothing goes the way they plan. Great read

with a little romance, some mystery and a murder! I highly recommend this series!

Lacey and Meg are ready to start their girl's only weekend away, but in true Lacey Luzzi form,

something goes terribly wrong.If you've read the previous Lacey Luzzi mysteries, you know that

Lacey is a trouble magnet of the worst kind. This story doesn't fall short at all! It keeps you

wondering and guessing from beginning to end.Wonderfully written, Gina LaManna tells a story to

make you feel as if you're actually experiencing it through Lacey's eyes.I can't wait for the next one!
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